Opera can reveal something fundamental about a film, and film can do the same for an opera, argues Marcia J. Citron. Structured by the categories of Style, Subjectivity, and Desire, this volume advances our understanding of the aesthetics of the opera/film encounter. Case studies of a diverse array of important repertoire including mainstream film, opera-film, and postmodernist pastiche are presented. Citron uses Werner Wolf’s theory of intermediality to probe the roles of opera and film when they combine. The book also refines and expands film-music functions, and details the impact of an opera’s musical style on the meaning of a film. Drawing on cinematic traditions of Hollywood, France, and Britain, the study explores Coppola’s Godfather trilogy, Jewison’s Moonstruck, Nichols’s Closer, Chabrol’s La Cérémonie, Schlesinger’s Sunday, Bloody Sunday, Boyd’s Aria, and Ponnelle’s opera-films.

Marcia J. Citron is Lovett Distinguished Service Professor of Musicology at Rice University. She is the author of Opera on Screen (2000), as well as numerous articles on the topic of opera and film, in journals including Musical Quarterly, Music and Letters, and Journal of Musicology. Her other area of interest is women and gender in music, and she has written three books on this topic: Gender and the Musical Canon (1993), which won an award from the International Alliance for Women in Music; Letters of Fanny Hensel to Felix Mendelssohn (1987), which was awarded “Outstanding Academic Book” by Choice magazine; and Cécile Chaminde: A Bio-Bibliography (1988).
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At the Press, music editor Vicki Cooper has been an ardent champion of the book. She has stewarded the project with grace and efficiency, and dispensed practical and conceptual advice that has paid off handsomely. Becky Jones, Vicki’s colleague, also deserves a word of thanks. Answering countless queries with patience and thoughtfulness, Becky has been an invaluable resource for a volume with diverse kinds of material. She has co-anchored the book at the Press and kept the project on track towards completion. In the final stages, copy-editor Robert Whitelock did an outstanding job in fixing those pesky lapses and errors that inevitably litter a manuscript. I am enormously grateful for his expertise in languages, music, and culture, and for the special mutual respect that developed as we worked together. Would that every author had such an editor! And a note of appreciation to project manager Jamie Hood of Out of House Publishing Solutions for his skillful organization of final production details.
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